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QUOTES FROM THE ISSUE
“You can’t spin your way out of
trouble you acted your way into”
– Mark Palmer

7

SPOTLIGHT SECTION
Insights from Brunswick colleagues
around the world
7C
 HURCHILL LESSON The
master’s words sometimes
overplayed the occasion
8H
 ONESTY IS POLICY
Corporations have an obligation
to tell the truth, not to entertain
9 AFRICA SURPRISES M&A and
democratic reforms are on the rise
	BREXIT is messy business, says
10
Brunswick’s Pascal Lamy,
a former WTO Director
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WELCOME TO THE WORDS ISSUE
Brunswick CEO Neal Wolin
writes: “Best to lead by this credo:
Words matter, always”

10,000 SPEECHES
Former US Senator
Christopher Dodd talks
to Brunswick’s Casey
Becker about the power
of words and stories

LESSONS FROM THE FRONT
Brunswick’s Mark Palmer offers
lessons from his traumatic days at
Enron, where he proved that a
corporate spokesman can emerge
from scandal with his integrity
and reputation intact

12

YES COMMENT
“No comment” is no longer a
safe way for companies to dodge
tough questions

19

#SORRYNOTSORRY
Apologizing on Twitter isn’t as easy
as it may seem

12

20

”FOR PERSONAL REASONS”
The old euphemisms for executive
departures no longer suffice

21

ALL TOO FAMILIAR
Germans are conflicted about the
spread of US-style informality

27
20
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SINGAPORE SLANG
The fledgling city-state’s economic
miracle began with its unlikely
choice of an official language

30

MARY BEARD
The celebrated author, classicist
and feminist tells Brunswick’s
Edward Stephens that it will
take more than a hashtag to
overcome thousands of years of
the silencing of women

33
35
37
40

FROM THE TOP
Four CEOs reveal particular words
that helped define their styles
STRATEGY OVERLOAD
Seemingly everything today is
described as “strategic,” rendering
that word all but meaningless
DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE
A small bookshop in London’s
Mayfair has a history rich in literary
– and literal – nobility

30

INTERVIEW: DAMBISA MOYO
The author, economist and Chevron
board member talks about the
future of democracy, and her love of
her native Zambia

44

HE CREATED THE HASHTAG
Chris Messina talks about the
practicalities and politics behind
the symbol

47

PHILOSOPHY’S ODD TURN
This tongue-in-cheek essay argues
that modern corporate
communications can be traced to
Wittgenstein

50

THE POETRY-WRITING CEO
Jaithirth Rao, founder of India’s
MphasiS, talks about his love for
plain speaking and W.H. Auden

52

MAKING “LOVE”
The iconic sculpture by Robert
Indiana grew out of his fascination
with words – and old wooden beams

53

35

BREAKING THE RULES
The Economist’s language
columnist notes that even Jane
Austen broke the rules of grammar
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67

EUROGLISH
Brussels English is shot through with
slang and words from other
European languages, and is evolving
into a new lingua franca for the EU

54

THE BIRTH OF THE ADVERTORIAL
The pugilistic style of legendary
Mobil executive Herb Schmertz
remade corporate communications

56

THE POWER OF AUTHENTICITY
A word-for-word translation isn’t the
best way to reach your audience

58

CHINESE IN YOUR POCKET
Computers are using a more
human approach to translation, with
results that are greatly improved

59

INTERVIEW: QUID FOUNDER
A student of literature uses
words to find overlooked patterns
in the chaos of cyberspace

60

CYBER RESILIENCE
DarkMatter guards the Middle East’s
explosive growth of connectivity

64

BUILD A BETTER PASSWORD
A good password doesn’t have to be
impossible to remember

67

INTERVIEW: AVIV OVADYA
The leading prophet of a looming
“infocalypse” warns that businesses
must act now to be prepared

68

Stories on art, business, and
politics beyond our main theme
BOARDS IN BRAZIL 71
The nation emerges from the
expansive “Lava Jato” probes with a
clearer definition of transparency
INTERVIEW: MIGUEL MADURO 73
The head of a new EU school talks
about governance beyond the state
INTERVIEW: CARLA KRIWET 76
How Philips competes with
Silicon Valley for talent

71
WIDE ANGLE

28

INTERVIEW: WES MOORE 80
The CEO of Robin Hood tells of its
role as Wall Street’s favorite charity

40

CRITICAL MOMENT 82
Physicist Stephen Hawking’s
triumphs over chaos were ours
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